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Summary 

Between 1848 and 1887 the elections for the Lower Chamber were characterized 
by a shift from the politics of deference to party loyalty. The political culture in 
which voters paid deference to their social superiors shifted to a political culture 
in which voters were loyal to a party. The local orientation moved to a national 
orientation. This process showed regional variation and occurred intermittently. 

In the Netherlands direct elections were introduced in 1848. The country was 
divided into constituencies that usually delegated two Members of Parliament 
(MPs). About twelve per cent of the adult male population was given the right to 
vote. The electorate was not only made up by the most wealthy and distinguished 
people but also by large parts of the urban middle class and small freeholders of 
the countryside. 

The politics of deference is composed of a cluster of opinions and attitudes. An 
MP represented, for example, the entire constituency in which he was elected. He 
promoted the interests of all inhabitants. In order to serve the public interest, an 
MP had to be independent. Education, social rank and financial position war
ranted this independence. It is obvious that because of this notion, independent 
MPs could only belong to the highest ranks. 

An MP who regarded himself as someone who enjoyed the voters' confidence 
rather than being a representative of a political party, valued unity within his con
stituency highly. Strong opposition within the constituency could after all be seen 
as a proof for the MP's inability to serve the public interest. For these MPs it was 
important that the local community demonstrated its unity. That is why many lo
cal elites, who defined their position within the community in terms of the poli
tics of deference, attached great value to local independence 

However, in the Lower Chamber and the national press it was common to refer 
to MPs with political terms. Reference was made to liberals, moderate liberals, 
conservatives, reactionaries, Catholics and antirevolutionaries, but most of these 
classifications had to be altered regularly because the political reality could not be 
captured with such categories. This was not strange because most MPs were not 
at all elected on the basis of their political ideas. It only indicates that the way in 
which politics was defined in the Lower Chamber and the constituencies could 
differ greatly. 

The situation was of course not the same in all constituencies. There was an im
portant difference between the religiously homogeneous and religiously mixed 
constituencies. Religiously speaking, the Netherlands could be divided into a 
number of different regions. The southern provinces were almost homogeneous
ly Catholic. These provinces lacked therefore any sort of cleavage that could have 
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had a political meaning. In the other provinces where most constituencies were re
ligiously mixed, there appeared to be a relation between religious cleavages and 
political cleavages. 

The population of the religiously mixed constituencies was often made up of a 
Catholic minority, an Orthodox-Protestant minority and a liberal Protestant mi
nority. The Orthodox-Protestant voters were often in favour of Protestant con
servatives and the liberal Protestants favoured the Protestant liberals. Thus, when 
political cleavages existed among the electorate in some districts, they were often 
a reflection of religious cleavages. 

It soon became clear that the politics of deference could not bridge the religious 
cleavage between Catholics and Protestants. The Catholic middle class and the 
small freeholders in the countryside did not pay deference to local prominent Prot
estants. This was a potentially large threat to the politics of deference that could 
only flourish in a united local community. Still, this threat almost never became 
reality in the first two decades after 1848 because most Catholic voters who lived 
in religiously mixed constituencies hardly exercised their right to vote. Through 
this the political elites of these constituencies could keep up appearances that they 
enjoyed the trust of all inhabitants. 

In the second half of the 1860s the circumstances in which the politics of defer
ence could dominate changed. This was caused by several things but especially 
the concurrence of causes appeared to be explosive. 

In the 1860s the contours of a conservative party gradually emerged. Most Prot
estant conservatives were anti-liberal and anti-Catholic. To them, the Netherlands 
was a Protestant nation in which there were only second-rate places available for 
the Catholics. Additionally, the conservatives presented themselves as the de
fenders of the monarchy as opposed to the assumed liberal tendency to confine 
the king's power. 

With the emphasis on Protestantism and the monarchy, the conservatives were 
strongly supported by Orthodox-Protestants. However, many Orthodox-Prot
estants also wanted a reform of the education act through which the christian and 
state schools would receive equal rights. Thus, the state school would lose its pri
vileged position if the Orthodox-Protestants would get their way. Many conser
vatives disagreed with this as for them the state school was a means through which 
the religious minorities learned to live with each other. Although many conserva
tives had Orthodox sympathies, they did not want to endanger the nation's unity 
by weakening the position of the state school. 

However, not only the Orthodox-Protestants wanted the education act re
formed. Increasingly more conservative Catholics wanted a reform too, especially 
since the publication of the encyclic Quanta Cura in 1864 in which liberalism was 
condemned. Although Orthodox-Protestants and Catholics strove for similar 
educational aims, a political collaboration was not really obvious. There was a 
huge gap of distrust and a hostile history between these two groups. Neverthe
less, they started coming closer together after the conservatives held out the pro
spect of a reform of the education act in 1866. A strong electoral pact emerged in 
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which the conservatives were the intermediary between Orthodox-Protestants 
and Catholics. 

Already in the same year of 1866, governmental power fell the conservatives 
into their lap as the result of liberal disruption. In the cabinet Van Zuylen-Heems-
kerk (1866-1868) the conservatives dominated, but the Orthodox-Protestants and 
conservative Catholics had a minister too. The government tried to end the liber
al parliamentary majority by two dissolutions of the Lower Chamber. Despite a 
conservative gain in seats, the liberals kept a slight majority because of which the 
conservative government had to step down. 

After the resignation of the conservative government, the electoral coalition 
started to creak everywhere. The government had not been able to reform the 
education act which caused disappointment especially among the conservative 
Catholics. Therefore, a couple of months later the Dutch bishops issued a charge 
in which state education was referred to as a sad necessity and in which christian 
schools were recommended. 

The anti-Catholic feelings that were provoked through this charge among all 
sorts of Protestants, were tactfully exploited and stirred up by the liberals. During 
the elections of 1869 the liberals presented themselves as the defenders of the Prot
estant nation against the ultramontane Catholics and their confederates. Through 
this the liberals assumed the traditional conservative role of defenders of the Prot
estant nation, while the conservatives suddenly became the confederates of inter
national ultramontanism. Because the electoral coalition between conservatives 
and Catholics had been continued after the fall of the conservative government, 
the non-Orthodox conservative voters started to defect to the liberals and the 
Orthodox-Protestant voters to the antirevolutionaries. Until then the antirevolu-
tionaries had only been a marginal movement but thanks to this influx they suc
ceeded to develop into a major political movement. This meant the end of polit
ical conservatism as an independent movement in the Netherlands. 

Besides a thorough rearrangement in the political field of force, the fierce political 
struggle between conservatives and liberals under the conservative government 
also caused a change in the way in which the elections were approached. In the 
1870s avoiding to choose a party was no longer considered to be a virtue but a sign 
of cowardice or a lack of nerve to openly state one's opinion. Clear stands from 
candidates and voters were expected. This caused a defensive position for the pol
itics of deference especially in the religiously mixed constituencies. However, in 
the religiously homogeneous constituencies the politics of deference remained an 
important force. 


